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File Preparation

 

General tips for printing the best things possible:

	If you are supplying vector files (we love that), please make sure to outline your type (we may have thousands of fonts, but we might not have one you are using).
	Bigger is better – if you are uncertain of the resolution you are exporting – go big. We can always down-size an image, but a 72 dpi image will not provide a satisfactory result for your print.
If your supplied artwork is suitable, we will size and prepare it for print at no extra charge. If your supplied artwork requires digital surgery, we will inform you and provide options.
	Send us an example. If you are uncertain whether or not your artwork will print the way you want it to – email us an example at [email protected]
	Don’t Panic! If you have questions or are unsure about something, shoot us an email or drop us a line during business hours. We want to print your things so that they look the best they possibly can. If your things don’t look good, we don’t look good!





GARMENT ARTWORK GUIDELINES

Maximum Print Area:
Our absolute maximum print area is 12” x 15”. Optimum sizes vary depending on the garment type.

Standard Adult Garment Print Sizes Are:

	Chest Print: Max 10” wide for chest prints (this runs about nipple to nipple).
	Pocket Print: 3” wide
	Back Print: 10” (runs about shoulder blade to shoulder blade) - 12” (Full back)


Preferred File Format:
Vector based .AI, .EPS or PDF with all types to outlines.

Usable File Formats:
.PNG or .PSD files with a transparent background (our printer prints white – so a white background will print white)

Colour Format: RGB

File Resolution: Minimum 300 dpi/ppi




TOTE BAG ARTWORK GUIDELINES

Maximum Print Area:
The average print size for tote bags is 8” wide by 10” tall. Your print size depends on which bag style you choose; you can see the size specs on each tote bag ordering page under artwork guidelines. See Our Tote Bags

Preferred File Format:
Vector based .AI, .EPS or PDF with all types to outlines.

Usable File Formats:
.PNG or .PSD files with a transparent background (our printer prints white – so a white background will print white)

Colour Format: RGB

File Resolution: Minimum 300 dpi/ppi




HATS ARTWORK GUIDELINES

Maximum Print Area:
The max print area for hats is 4” wide by 2” tall.

Preferred File Format:
Vector based .AI, .EPS or PDF with all types to outlines.

Usable File Formats:
.PNG or .PSD files with a transparent background (our printer prints white – so a white background will print white)

Colour Format: RGB

File Resolution: Minimum 300 dpi/ppi




STICKER ARTWORK GUIDELINES

Product Info:
Matte Vinyl labels printed full color using no VOC ECO-UV Greenguard Gold Certified inks.

Dimensions:
We can print stickers to any size or shape up to 28" wide by 28" tall.

Print Process:
All of our stickers & labels are printed in house onto matte vinyl using Fade-resistant and water-proof inks for the best value & durability. They are also food safe for all your food-labeling needs.

Preferred File Format:
Vector based .AI, .EPS or PDF with all types to outlines.

Usable File Formats:
.PNG or .PSD files with a transparent background

Colour Format: CMYK

File Resolution: Minimum 300 dpi/ppi

Die-line:
If you are sending a vector file, please include a dieline that indicates the trim edge. Set a new layer that says “FPO Dieline” and give it a .25” stroke in magenta.

Bleed:
If your sticker design has a background colour or image other than white please add 0.125” of extra background on all sides (this is called bleed) to make sure the trim of your sticker looks extra pro. Bleed extends past the trim edge and is cut off after it is printed.




BUTTONS, MAGNETS, POCKET MIRRORS ARTWORK GUIDELINES

Dimensions:
We have 2 button sizes (can also be made into magnets or pocket mirrors):

	1.25” Round Buttons Maximum Print Area: 1.25″ in diameter
	3” Round Button Maximum Print Area: 3″ in diameter


Preferred File Format:
Vector based .AI, .EPS or PDF with all types to outlines.

Usable File Formats:
.PNG or .PSD files with a transparent background

Colour Format: CMYK

File Resolution: Minimum 300 dpi/ppi

Clear Space:
Button prints wrap around the edge. Make sure the important visuals of your artwork don’t run right to the edge, they may get cut off. A good rule of thumb: 1.25” buttons should only have important artwork sitting centered taking up 1” of space. 3” buttons should only have important artwork sitting centered taking up 2.75” of space.

Bleed:
If your button design has a background colour or image other than white please add 0.125” of extra background on all sides (this is called bleed) to make sure the trim of your button looks extra pro. Your final file sizes will be 1.5” trimmed to 1.25” buttons or 3.25” trimmed to 3” buttons. Bleed extends past the trim edge and is cut off after it is printed.




PRINT PRODUCT ARTWORK GUIDELINES

Preferred File Format:
Vector based .AI, .EPS or PDF with all types to outlines.

Usable File Formats:
.PNG or .PSD files with a transparent background

Colour Format: CMYK

File Resolution: Minimum 300 dpi/ppi

Clear Space/Margin:
When printing, shifts happen. Please make sure your print is at least 0.125” away from the trim edge. We don’t want you to lose important aspects of your design 🙂

Bleed:
If your design has a background colour or image other than white please add 0.125” of extra background on all sides (this is called bleed) to make sure the trim of your print looks extra pro. Bleed extends past the trim edge and is cut off after it is printed.




MUGS & WATER BOTTLES ARTWORK GUIDELINES

Maximum Print Area:
The max print area for mugs & water bottles is 3” x 3”

Preferred File Format:
Vector based .AI, .EPS or PDF with all types to outlines.

Usable File Formats:
.PNG or .PSD files with a transparent background

Colour Format: CMYK

File Resolution: Minimum 300 dpi/ppi
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[image: Thanks to the fabulous people @folkandforest_ for sending us such great artwork to work with! The T-shirt is printed on M&O Garment Dyed Charcoal tees, the tote bag is our Recycled Cotton Tote with a cute wooden clasp. Both printed using water-based non-toxic inks which are gentle for the forest and the folk! ✌  #canadianmade #merhmadeinbc #madeinbc #vancouverislandprinter #vanisleprinter #qualicumbeach #BCmerchmaker #tshirtprinter #wemakethings #merchmaker #canadianprinter #nontoxicprinting #tee #tshirt #design #tshirtdesign #teedesign #gigmerch #gigs #swagmerch #musicmerchandise #music #dtgprinter]
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[image: Stickers and tees for the fabulous @parlour.panther! Look for tour dates on their IG and check out their fabulous merch! People-friendly stickers and M&O Garment Dyed T-shirts with fabulous 'hand holding a bouquet' artwork for their Bloom Album release!  #canadianmade #merhmadeinbc #madeinbc #vancouverislandprinter #vanisleprinter #qualicumbeach #BCmerchmaker #tshirtprinter #wemakethings #merchmaker #canadianprinter #nontoxicprinting #tee #tshirt #design #tshirtdesign #teedesign #gigmerch #gigs #swagmerch #musicmerchandise #music #dtgprinter]
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[image: Now that the season is starting for our friends @brokenislandslodge - we will rest easy knowing that heads will be suitably protected from that legendary West Vancouver Island weather! Navy five panel twill cap printed in full colour.  Check out our website to see our selection of headwear. Link in bio  #twillcap #headwear #Flexfit #snapback #ballcap #Truckerhats #dtgprinting #dtgprinter #nontoxicink #nontoxicprinting #vancouverisland #canadianprinter #mypqb #hatmaker #hatprinter #hats #hoodes #tshirtprinter #tshirtmaker #wemakethings #merchmaker #supportsmallbusiness]
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[image: Here are some more fine examples of @leechtown designs in sticker format! Always a treat receiving artwork from these cats! No VOC non-toxic inks of course!  #sticker #diecutsticker #merch #art #diecutstickermaker #diecutstickerprinter #canadianstickermaker #qualicumbeach #vancouverisland #uvink #vinylsticker #nontoxicink #nanaimo #merchmaker #designers]
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[image: When Room Magazine contacted us to print some tote bags for their project - we were more than thrilled! Literature, Art, and Feminism since 1975. A print mag publishing women, trans men, Two-Spirit & nonbinary writers and artists @roommagazine is Awesome! Printed on a natural fibre heavy cotton tote using non-toxic water-based inks of course.   #dtgprinting #bakery #totebagprinter #totebagmaker #canadianprinter #mypqb #tshirtprinter #tshirtmaker #wemakethings #merchmaker #oekotex® #swagprintfactory #vancouverislandprinter #canadianprinter #printshop #NaturalFibre #nontoxicprinting #Magazine #merch #printmag @illannnnaaaaaaa]
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[image: @milkjamdonuts is serving up fresh donuts and coffee in the heart of Nanaimo, out of one hell of a cute store front! We were super happy to make them some Greenguard Certified No VOC labels for their array of flavoured milks - we loved the artwork!  #sticker #diecutsticker #merch #art #diecutstickermaker #diecutstickerprinter #canadianstickermaker #qualicumbeach #vancouverisland #uvink #vinylsticker #nontoxicink #donuts #donutshop #flavouredmilk #nanaimo #merchmaker]
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[image: Some merch for the delightful Jenn @nevaeh_day_spa Natural cotton Tea Towels and heavy cotton totes all printed using Certified Non-toxic water-based inks!  #dtgprinting #dayspa #totebagprinter #totebagmaker #canadianprinter #mypqb #tshirtprinter #tshirtmaker #wemakethings #merchmaker #oekotex® #swagprintfactory #printer #canadianprinter #printshop #NaturalFibre #nontoxicprinting #naturalcotton #TeaTowels]
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[image: Finally, an actual Canadian-Made T-shirt! We are so happy to introduce the HOB 100% Canadian Made T-shirt. The Cotton is knit in Canada & Dyed in Canada then the shirt is sewn in Canada. We are pretty excited to offer this beauty!  Check out our website to learn more about HOB 100% Canadian-made T-shirts. Link in bio  #canadianmade #merhmadeinbc #madeinbc #vancouverislandprinter #vanisleprinter #qualicumbeach  #BCmerchmaker #tshirtprinter #wemakethings #merchmaker #canadianprinter #nontoxicprinting  #tee #tshirt #design #tshirtdesign #teedesign #gigmerch #gigs #swagmerch #musicmerchandise #music #dtgprinter]
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[image: Now serving up digital posters printed using the same Green Guard Gold Certified low VOC inks as our stickers. Pretty much fade-proof and water resistant. Available in sizes from the humble 8.5x11" to the beastly 28x40" - Print as few as one on thick paper or onto canvas!  #posters #digitalposter #printer #localprinter #merch #bandmerch #farmmerch #vancouverislandbc #bcprint #artmerch #localmerch]
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[image: We always love the artwork @sarahosbornemusic sends our way - and this mermaid and seal logo was no exception! Printed using non-toxic inks on M&O Garment Dyed Tees - Go Sarah Go!  #merch #dtgprinter #nontoxicink #nontoxicprinting #vancouverisland #qualicumbeach #canadianprinter #mypqb #tshirtprinter #tshirtmaker #wemakethings #merchmaker #supportsmallbusiness #tshirtprinter #wemakethings #merchmaker]
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[image: They are Magic and they are Mushrooms - made some business cards for doing business and some cute little die-cut QR Code Stickers for doing webstuff!  #sticker #diecutsticker #merch #art #diecutstickermaker #diecutstickerprinter #canadianstickermaker #qualicumbeach #vancouverisland #uvink #vinylsticker #nontoxicink]
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[image: Nothing says 'Farmers Market' like a big jar of crunchy pickles! Some new tote bags for the fine crew @esquimaltmarket   #dtgprinting #bakery #totebagprinter #totebagmaker #canadianprinter #mypqb #tshirtprinter #tshirtmaker #wemakethings #merchmaker #oekotex® #swagprintfactory #vancouverislandprinter #canadianprinter #printshop #NaturalFibre #nontoxicprinting #farmersmarket]
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[image: All hail the UGLY Box!  We are committed to being kinder to the planet and kinder to one another. While the print and manufacturing process isn’t perfect, we are sincere in our mission to seek out the most ethical and environmentally sound path whenever possible. When it comes to waste, less is best but zero is even better.   Your order may arrive in slightly weird packaging (AKA the Ugly box), but that’s because we haven’t bought a new box. Ever! All of our shipping boxes are re-used from our incoming shipments and sealed with biodegradable tape made of natural wooden fibre without any plastic coating using a natural non-toxic adhesive. It can be recycled together with the carton without separating and is designed to bio-degrade.  They may not be the prettiest thing that arrives on your doorstep, but they are likely the least wasteful! Small Steps can become a million steps to change how we do things. We encourage everyone to join the Ugly box movement!  #reuse #nontoxicadhesive #repurpose #uglybox #lesswaste #merchmaker #printer #merch #vancouverisland]
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[image: Some lovely full colour Bella+Canvas tees printed with non-toxic inks for the amazing @pinkearthcreative A beautiful design to match all of the gorgeous pottery they make!  #tshirtmaker #tshirtprinter #vancouverisland #canadianmade #canadianprintshop #dtg #directtogarmentprinting #directtogarmenttees #bandmerch #artist #merchforthepeople #restaurant #makerlife #merch #resaturantmerch #britishcolumbia #BC #fairwagegarmets]
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[image: Printed some awesome 18"x24" posters for the screamers & howlers @bluemoonmarquee featuring their Album 'Scream, Holler & Howl' - 100lb heavy-weight Offset Litho Printed matte coated. Go Big or go home!  Check out our website to learn more about POSTERS ON PRESS - link in bio  #posters #offsetposter #merchandise #merch  #custommerch #factory #creator #create #make  #gigmerch #tshirts #tee #teedesign  #posterdesign  #artposter #printer #vancouverisland #art #artist  #artist #music #merchmaker #wemakethings]
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[image: Flash Sticker and Label Deal! Available for the next 48 hours. Get 15% off Product labels and stickers until March 1st  * (website orders only)  Head to the link in our bio to order yours: use code flash15  #stickerprinter #vancouverisland #vancouverislandprinter #wemakethings #sticker #diecutsticker #diecutstickermaker #diecutstickerprinter #canadianstickermaker #qualicumbeach #vinylsticker #nontoxicink #Merch]
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[image: Some cute little die-cut to shape stickers for the good folks @southislandfarmhub A great way to spread the word!! Food-safe inks of course!  Check out our website to browse our sticker options - link in bio  #stickerprinter #vancouverisland #vancouverislandprinter #wemakethings #sticker #diecutsticker #diecutstickermaker #diecutstickerprinter #canadianstickermaker #qualicumbeach #uvink #vinylsticker #nontoxicink]
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[image: Not only is Dustin @halfmoonmotorcycles a most awesome mechanic and all-around pretty chill guy - he now has some awesome Hoodies!  Check out our website to browse the full selection of hoodies - link in bio  #merch #wemakethings #hoodiemaker #hoodieprinter #customgarments #fairwagegarments #dtgprinting #dtghoodieprinting #mypqb #parksville #vancouverisland #vanisle #merchprinter #merchdesign #directtogarmentprinter #vancouverisland #britishcolumbia #bcprintshop]
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[image: Made some colourful Vintage tees for the gang @surfrider_pacificrim Super nice folks. Gotta love Surfers! Design by the intrepid @mackenziemareenadesign  #Surfers #vintagetee #tees #shirtshop #merchshop #CustomPrinting #smallbusinesslove #merch #dtg #dtgprinting #fairwagegarments]
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[image: Some enamelled metal camping mugs for @50thparallelpr Two-sided and colourful - just the way we like 'em!  #mugprinter #mugmaker #campermugs #wemakethings #custommugs #customstickers #qualicumbeach #parksville #parksvillebc #britishcolumbia #printshop #smallprintshop #supportsmallbusiness #enamelledmetalmug]




































REVIEWS




[image: Iain Cope]Iain Cope ★★★★★ [image: Jennifer Derksen (The Rider Mechanic)]Jennifer Derksen (The Rider Mechanic) ★★★★★ I love having logo'd business promo's on hand and the Swag Print Factory delivers! I've had both stickers and t-shirts done to date, and the quality is 5*. Super bonus that they are local, very friendly and helpful with orders.[image: Vincent elefante]Vincent elefante ★★★★★ excellent customer service[image: Sergio Quijano]Sergio Quijano ★★★★★ I was extremely pleased with the service received from the team, always accommodating to our "creative" changes. Response times were fast. Design quality and textile is just as advertised. Overall, awesome experience from A to Z. Thanks gang![image: Bev Robinson]Bev Robinson ★★★★★ Amazing fast and very efficient service.I ordered this Feb 15 and it arrived Feb19. There are 6 hats in total. Fabric and lettering nice and sharp. Thank you[image: R S]R S ★★★★★ I have ordered stickers multiple times now from Swag Print Factory and it is always a great experience! Extremely fast to respond, very reasonably priced and always very helpful. I am so happy to have found them. I greatly prefer them to the big online sticker printing companies and the prices are better as well.[image: Heather Vandenengel]Heather Vandenengel ★★★★★ Excellent customer service - responsive, quick, and friendly. They shipped an item we needed for an event exactly when they said they would so it arrived well in advance. Quality product, made locally.[image: denise hodgins]denise hodgins ★★★★★ Not only did The Swag Print Factory do a great job producing 3" buttons for our event, they did it in record time. Wouldn't hesitate to use their services again and recommend them.[image: Raina Dawn Lutz]Raina Dawn Lutz ★★★★★ Always and I mean ALWAYS a good experience to work with Barry. Thanks Swag dudes, you rock![image: Deanne May]Deanne May ★★★★★ Swag Print Factory helped me with logo design for our t-shirts and hoodies and merch. They turned my ideas into exactly what I was hoping for. Barry has made the whole experience of ordering "swag" so easy. I love that we can order small quantities, as that lets us try different things. They are always friendly and accommodating, and the quality of the products are excellent.[image: Natural Evolution]Natural Evolution ★★★★★ Excellent work, highly recommended 🙌🏻[image: Liz Mcinnes]Liz Mcinnes ★★★★★ Love my stickers and totes from Swag! You guys are the best. Thank you for the quality product and for being so helpful![image: Brian James]Brian James ★★★★★ Swag really came through for my non-profit youth rock band camp, delivering t-shirts for the kids in record time…and they look amazing! Thank you Swag!![image: Amanda Key]Amanda Key ★★★★★ Fantastic printers. They have been so helpful with getting my mugs and totes made. They have been great about proofing and getting colours right. 10/10[image: Elnore Andrews]Elnore Andrews ★★★★★ Ordered some hats with new logos for work. Service was friendly and fast, hats turned out great! Thanks Swag Print Factory![image: Haley Landa]Haley Landa ★★★★★ Perfect prints every dang time! ❤️[image: Isabel Fischbacher]Isabel Fischbacher ★★★★★ Thanks so much, Swag Print Factory. Your team has been extremely helpful in navigating all printing options and helping to get the artwork done. The end product looks great, and we can't wait to have our next order printed with you![image: Noemie Girard]Noemie Girard ★★★★★ Awesome service, got some business cards and rack cards done and they both look great and Barry was awesome to do business with! Thanks Guys 🙂[image: Brett Saremba]Brett Saremba ★★★★★ These guys rock. Great products and great service. They’ve got a return customer in me.[image: Lorie C. Doucette]Lorie C. Doucette ★★★★★ The service was prompt and we received exactly what we wanted. We will be ordering from here again![image: Ladysmith Skatepark Collective]Ladysmith Skatepark Collective ★★★★★ Customer service is great and I'm really happy with the stickers I had made.[image: Lynn Haslam]Lynn Haslam ★★★★★ Love these folks! They make the process so easy and are a great help every step of the way.[image: Jen Riggs]Jen Riggs ★★★★★ Great service, excellent communication and fantastic product quality. 10/10 recommend![image: Victoria Weir]Victoria Weir ★★★★★ We ordered from Swag Print Factory all the way from Winnipeg, to screen print custom sweatshirts for our Master's program. We were very much drawn to the company's commitment to being as environmentally friendly and fair as possible in its supply chain and environmental impact. The sweaters turned out absolutely amazing! The colours are vibrant and our order arrived very quickly (even though we ordered a bit late, right before the holiday season). We have only positive things to say about our experience, and we highly recommend Swag Print Factory for your cross-Canada printing needs![image: David Schiaffino David]David Schiaffino David ★★★★★ Love this guy's.Easy, local and professionalsThanks ❤️[image: Deidre Morrow]Deidre Morrow ★★★★★ Such a great company to work with!!! Very helpful and speedy![image: Stiff Hombre]Stiff Hombre ★★★★★ Killer service and product. Fast turnaround. More orders coming!![image: L J]L J ★★★★★ Amazing service! Have been doing all of our stickers for weeks now. Highly recommend![image: Jim Papp]Jim Papp ★★★★★ Great job and good friendly service![image: Aleisha Kalina]Aleisha Kalina ★★★★★ I love Swag Print Factory so much! They always do such excellent work and are SO helpful! Customer service is the best, options are the best, the support is the best! Can't say enough great things![image: Heather Lawrence]Heather Lawrence ★★★★★ This company is a dream to work with: Excellent communication, great sense of humour, highly skilled and very professional. So grateful to have this business on the island. Highly recommend.[image: Connie Moulton]Connie Moulton ★★★★★ We are 100% satisfied with the Swag Print Factory experience. We got shirts, mugs and stickers for our family reunion. Everyone loved them. The service was top notch. Great company to do business with.[image: Lee Dimos]Lee Dimos ★★★★★ From start to finish, this is an excellent shop to do business with! Barry responded to my emails quickly and answered all my questions. The end product is sharp and the colours are bright and true. Providing Fair Trade T-shirts was an important consideration for me. I will be doing more business with Swag Print Factory in the future, and I would highly recommend them for any of your printing needs.[image: Robin Bruner]Robin Bruner ★★★★★ I have used Swag Print Factory for several projects - they are the go-to for consistent, creative, professional results![image: Leslie Wiegand Love]Leslie Wiegand Love ★★★★★ I am so pleased!! Barry was kind and kindred. My order turned out exactly how I wanted, and the whole experience puts a huge smile on my face. We are so lucky to have this sweet Swag Factory on our humble island.[image: Crones]Crones ★★★★★ [image: David Schiaffino]David Schiaffino ★★★★★ Fast service, great communication throughout the process, and totally satisfied with the print quality. Save yourself the huge shipping fees from other companies and deal with Swag. We'll be back for sure.[image: Cindy Moyer]Cindy Moyer ★★★★★ Loved the work, loved the VI vibe and appreciate Swag support of non-profits like our climateactionwestshore.ca ... yay! We'll definitely be back!!! With gratitude.[image: Jaret Jones]Jaret Jones ★★★★★ Great place and friendly staff. Best commercial printers and designers around![image: Jen Demler]Jen Demler ★★★★★ First time ordering from Swag Print Factory and so happy with the outcome! The staff shirts for our new business are EXACTLY what we were hoping for, and knowing they were printed on the island at a fair wage is just the cherry on top! Customer service when getting the design set-up was quick and friendly as well. Highly recommend![image: Bob Preston]Bob Preston ★★★★★ I send in the artwork they turn it into a sticker. As usual I get great service and great stickers arrive in the mail. The sticker is now popping up around town. Thanks Swag![image: Paula Curtis]Paula Curtis ★★★★★ Great Service! Great Products! Just GREAT! 🙂[image: Brian Webber]Brian Webber ★★★★★ Fantastic Vancouver Island Independent business to deal with. Had our stickers done up quickly and they look great. Will be going back for book bags and clothing next.[image: Tenise Marie]Tenise Marie ★★★★★ I'm so happy with my first order from Swag Print Factory! Barry at Swag was super helpful, responsive, and available during the ordering process. It feels great to receive such amazing quality items and really builds my confidence in my own company. I will definitely be using Swag again 🙂[image: Daryl Hobbs]Daryl Hobbs ★★★★★ Great work! My customer will love these.Thanks ![image: Bob Dobinson]Bob Dobinson ★★★★★ Fast service and great pricing. Nice folks and easy to deal with. Will definitely be back!![image: Salti Old Potato]Salti Old Potato ★★★★★ Fast service. Delightful disposition. I will use them for all my printing needs[image: Lincoln&Grae]Lincoln&Grae ★★★★★ I work with Swag regularly on my projects, and I can’t say enough good things. They go above and beyond and I am always so thrilled with the way my prints turn out! They are a pleasure to deal with![image: Mary Ellen Campbell]Mary Ellen Campbell ★★★★★ Always a joy to work with the creative minds at SWAG; they take my thoughts and transform them into a marketable, innovative item.[image: Darren Gay]Darren Gay ★★★★★ Excellent work done by excellent folks! Hit them up![image: js_loader]
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Thanks for keeping in touch!
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GET IN TOUCH




Ask us a question
Call us: 1.250.752.0636
Email: [email protected]
Qualicum Beach, BC
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PRIVACY POLICY • LEGAL STUFF • COPYRIGHT © 2023 SWAG CLOTHING COLLECTIVE. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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